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A look at this week’s markets
At the close on Thursday

Source: iA Economics, data via Bloomberg *WTD/YTD = Week-to-date / Year-to-date

Week-to-date Year-to-date

Canadian Bonds (total return) Local currency In CAD Local currency In CAD

FTSE TMX Universe 1.05% 1.99%

FTSE TMX Long 1.90% 3.51%

Corps 0.90% 1.96%

Equities (total return)

S&P/TSX 0.37% 3.41%

S&P 500 -0.11% 0.36% 3.03% 4.12%

MSCI EAFE -1.09% -0.56% 1.14% 1.06%

MSCI Emerging -1.93% -1.69% 1.20% 1.77%

Other Current price Return WTD* Return YTD*

Oil (WTI) 55.59  $ -5.04% -8.96%

USD/CAD 0.7618  $ -0.46% -1.04%

Gold 1 562.94  $ 0.37% 3.01%
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What caught our eyes this week

• Canada:

 November was particularly soft on economic data

• Bank of Canada:

 A more dovish tone that caught markets by surprise

• European Central Bank:

 Status quo, and a strategic review underway
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Canada:
Growth slowed to a crawl in Q4…

Source: iA Economics, data via Bloomberg
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Bank of Canada: 
Slower growth in Q4 leads the BoC to take a more cautious stance

Source: Bank of Canada, Monetary Policy Report, January 2020

“Data for Canada indicate that growth in the near 
term will be weaker, and the output gap wider, than 
the Bank projected in October. The Bank now 
estimates growth of 0.3 percent in the fourth 
quarter of 2019 and 1.3 percent in the first quarter 
of 2020. Exports fell in late 2019, and business 
investment appears to have weakened after a strong 
third quarter. Job creation has slowed and indicators 
of consumer confidence and spending have been 
unexpectedly soft. In contrast, residential investment 
was robust through most of 2019, moderating to a still-
solid pace in the fourth quarter.”

-- Bank of Canada policy statement, January 22, 2020
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European Central Bank: 
Leading rate kept at -0.5%, and the strategic review is launched

Source: iA Economics, data via Bloomberg and CNBC
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What we’ll be watching next week

• Canada:

 November GDP (last month: +1.2% YoY in October)

• U.S.:

 New Home Sales (consensus: higher at 729K in December) 

 Durable Goods Orders (consensus: +1.0% MoM in December)

 Conference Board Consumer Confidence Index (consensus: higher at 128.0 in January)

 FOMC Rate Decision (consensus: no change at 1.75%)

 Q4 GDP Growth (consensus: higher at 2.2% QoQ SAAR)

 Core PCE Inflation (consensus: stable at +1.6% YoY in December)

• Europe:

 Q4 GDP Growth (consensus: stable at 1.1% YoY)

 Core CPI Inflation (consensus: slower at 1.2% YoY in January)
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To contact us

economics@ia.ca

www.ia.ca/economy
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Disclaimer

Opinions expressed in this presentation are based on actual 

market conditions and may change without prior warning. The 

aim is in no way to make investment recommendations. The 

forecasts given in this presentation do not guarantee returns and 

imply risks, uncertainty and assumptions. Although we are 

comfortable with these assumptions, there is no guarantee that 

they will be confirmed.

Industrial Alliance Insurance and Financial Services Inc.




